Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10106.24 "Time and Again" Episode One
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Host AGM_Selan says: 
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

OPS_Seppela says:
@::in the Turbolift, heading down to sickbay to gather restocking reports and all that good stuff for his big list to go to Commander Wall, reading over what he has so far. There's not much to read yet::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Elara is docked at Starbase 595.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::exits the hatch on to the Starbase::

CIV_Maor says:
@::walks to the direction of the airlock alone as quickly as he can::

OPS_Seppela says:
@::the turbolift stops and he gets out, walks the few steps over to sickbay and heads in::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::in the meeting room, finishes putting out some jugs of water on the table:: Self: Hmm this is surely not one of my better ideas.

Host XO_Wall says: 
@::in his quarters::

CSO_Gomes says:
::carries a PADD as usual as she moves along the corridor to the observation lounge::

OPS_Seppela says:
@CMO: You still here Doc?

CTO_Timrok says:
:: approaching the conference room as if it were the gates of hell itself - expecting to see a three headed hound at the door wearing a Starfleet standard issue comm. badge::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::walks slowly towards the meeting room::

FCO_Tima says:
@ ::Ponders what an FCO does while the ship is docked::

TO_Pazoski says:
::walking through the corridors of the Starbase, he turns into the hall with the meeting room in it, he stands outside the door, straightens his uniform and steps inside::

CMO_Zaris says:
:: on the starbase in a small flower shop.. standing in the back where the cooling units keep the cut flowers fresh.. sighs as the smell of terran clover drifts past her nose::

CIV_Maor says:
::heads out of the Elara's airlock, never did he hate coming to this place as he does now::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Self: Oh well...::heads over to the first nurse he can find:: Nurse: Hi, I need your restock list.

CSO_Gomes says:
::reaches the meeting room:: CNS: Greetings counselor

CIV_Maor says:
::heads to the direction of the place the meeting will take place::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> @ ::Looks up at the OPS:: OPS: Oh ... ah ... ::Hands him a PADD:: ... here you go.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::walks into the meeting room and nods politely to the CSO and CNS::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::leaves quarters with a PADD he transferred data to from the terminal in the quarters::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods back at the SO::

CTO_Timrok says:
::enters the meeting room apprehensively::

FCO_Tima says:
@ ::Sits, bored at the helm and secretly play Hangman with the Computer to make herself look busy::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::nods as they enter the room::

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ *XO* Commander, could you join me in my ready room?

CIV_Maor says:
::he still holds his arm in pain as he approaches the meeting room::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Friedman: Thanks. ::turns and leaves sickbay, heading down to Engineering, after giving Friedman a smile::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks around the room, feeling a bit out of place::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: I am curious .. why do you want to do this will all of us present? shouldn't valuations be made on personal meetings?

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::gets back in the TL and orders Engineering::

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman> @ ::Blushes somewhat at the exiting OPS' ... then realizes her face has flushed, and regains control::

TO_Pazoski says:
::sits at the table...apparently no-one has noticed him, could be an easy meeting if this continues::

CMO_Zaris says:
:: walks past the cut roses and sighs.. tapping the padd against her back::

Host XO_Wall says:
@*CO*: yes sir, on my way ::he walks to the TL and enters:: TL: bridge

SO_Ruskinara says:
::takes a seat next to the TO:: TO: Any idea what this is about?

CNS_Nayiza says:
CSO: This is not an eval I promise you.

CIV_Maor says:
::nods to the group of people standing at the door and enters the room::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Oh .... ::wonders::

CMO_Zaris says:
::heads to the meeting room in a TL::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::TL makes its way to the bridge::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::the TL stops again and he walks out to Engineering, finds the first EO he can, and asks him for his restock list::

CMO_Zaris says:
::walks into the meeting room and looks around:: 

CSO_Gomes says:
::turns over to Mir and whispers:: SO: Anything new about Maor?

CIV_Maor says:
::sits down quietly and waits::

CTO_Timrok says:
CNS: should i sit anywhere in particular?

TO_Pazoski says:
SO: Nope, although the fiasco in the Lounge is probably going to be a topic ::smiles::

CIV_Maor says:
::looks at the TO oddly::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::whispers to the CSO:: CSO: Nothing.. important. .I know of.

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: The Psychological Department's Discussion Hall has quite a large ceiling, and is a large lounge like area. Various couches and chairs litter the room, including a large desk for which a group can sit around off to the side. Pictures of alien landscapes can be seen on many walls, as well as some plants in vases here and there.

Host XO_Wall says:
@::he steps out walks the across the bridge to the RR, activates bell::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::nods:: TO: I have to agree.

CNS_Nayiza says:
CTO: Anywhere you want there are enough seats. ::smiles::

FCO_Tima says:
@::Gets beaten by the Computer again and gets up from the helm after securing the console, turning to find something else to do::

CSO_Gomes says:
::vaguely nods to the SO::

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ Whoever: Come in.

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS/CSO: I'm here.. ::walks over to the table and has a seat.. setting her padd down::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::gets the list from the EO and turns to exit, this time heading for the torpedo bays::

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: OPS' hears a chirp on the PADD Friedman handed him.

CIV_Maor says:
::doesn’t bother looking around, he just focuses his view at the desk::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::sighs, not feeling too overjoyed::

CTO_Timrok says:
::nods to the CNS & sits at the nearest empty seat::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::looks down at the padd and taps the button that seems to be saying 'Tap me'::

CSO_Gomes says:
::starts noticing the plants .... the soils around here must be very poor in molybdenum .... no wander the leaves are blue when they should be red!::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::enters RR:: CO: sir?

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ ::Gestures:: XO: Take a seat, Commander.

TO_Pazoski says:
::leans back in the chair, he never did like meetings::

CMO_Zaris says:
CTO: the results of your test are still pending.. I'll let you know what I find as soon as i know something

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Something beeps at the Operations Console:: FCO: Hmmm ... would you look at this ...

Host XO_Wall says:
@:: takes the quest seat by the desk::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks around at the pictures on the walls::

CIV_Maor says:
::sighs loudly::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Better late than usual, the CEO stumbles into the meeting room, face flushed from running.::

CTO_Timrok says:
CMO: thanks

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: The now familiar white static, accompanied by the black eyes and mouth of the oracle, replace the screen on OPS’ PADD.

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: I think we are all here..

OPS_Seppela says:
@ TL: Halt.

FCO_Tima says:
@::Looks at Sternbach as if to say "Me?! You're Talking to Me?!"::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::nods to the CMO::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::without giving away her feelings she calmly looks at each of the crew in turn::

CNS_Nayiza says:
All: Welcome and thank you for attending this meeting. It is no secret that the conduct of this crew has been less than professional lately. I am certain this is something that Starfleet will not endorse. 

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: OPS' TL halts as per request.

CTO_Timrok says:
::takes off his comm. badge & looks at it as if to check that its working::

CMO_Zaris says:
::sits back and folds her hands on the padd::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::sits in the seat in silence, waiting on the captain::

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Staring at his console:: FCO: Hmmm ... something's weird with the LCARS base code ...

CNS_Nayiza says:
::taking a breath before continuing:: All: I have organized this venue in order to give everyone a chance to freely express his or her views regarding the apparent lack of team spirit I have witnessed since joining the Elara.

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods and knows she played her part in all of this::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Oracle: Umm, hi again. ::gets kind of nervous::

CIV_Maor says:
::doesn’t lift his head::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Takes a seat and listens, waiting for the right time to speak.::

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ XO: Commander, you are aware that a good portion of our senior crew are currently in meeting onboard the Starbase in regard to recent incidents, correct?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::sits there quietly, not knowing what to say::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::remembers the last time she invited crew members to speak freely and quickly adds:: All: I am sure none of us wish to hear unnecessary or unsubstantiated slander, however after seeing first hand the high standard each of you as individuals demonstrate onboard the Elara. I hope some workable arrangements and agreements can be found today in order to improve our overall team performance.

TO_Pazoski says:
::stares into space, his mind elsewhere::

FCO_Tima says:
@Sternbach: LCARS, What is it? ::Walks over to Ops::

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Oracle> @ COM: OPS: ::Computerized voice:: Greetings.

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: no I wasn't, what is this meeting about?

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at the CNS unsure of whether to be surprised or offended::

CMO_Zaris says:
CSN: I assume your referring to the lounge incident?

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: is there a problem?

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Staring at the console:: OPS: Someone or something modified the code for access to classified databases ... mission orders ... mission records ... etc.

CIV_Maor says:
::lifts his head and stares at the SO for a second and then lowers it back again::

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: or maybe the constant need of separation from the crew ::looks at Maor::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Listens intently.. Or appears to be doing so.. When really, he is thinking about building a new gun.::

CIV_Maor says:
::coughs for a second::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::blinks and then looks away from Maor turning slightly red::

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ ::Leans back in his chair, and steeples his fingers:: XO: Our senior personnel seem to have a severe problem between each other, one way or another. The Counselor has organized a meeting to hopefully resolve these issues so we can work more efficiently as a whole.

FCO_Tima says:
@::Looks over the console, dumb-found look upon her face:: Sternbach: Well can you shut it down?

CNS_Nayiza says:
CMO: I feel that the lounge incident was the worst part of all this yes.

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: perhaps it was just the boiling point.. 

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Oracle: So, what is it? ::doesn't want to be talking to him, or her, any longer than he has to, because eventually someone will think the TL is broken or something::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: And I must say I had a role in that incident .. a role that I didn't exactly like

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: no one has come to me, sir? It seemed everything was going fine from my vantage point

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Hands fly across the console:: FCO: Done. That was weird though ... whoever it was went through the personal logs of all crew for our missions to Starbase 666 ... to the Arkonnian mutate world ... all of them over the last two years. ::Looks up:: Might we have a saboteur onboard or something?

CIV_Maor says:
CNS: The CSO is not telling the truth, i am the one that should be blamed

CTO_Timrok says:
::remembers the trigger happy CSO's actions from the report & squirms in his chair::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::nods addresses all of them:: All: I think a few people where involved and I am not here to blame anyone merely try and find a better way for you all to work with each other.

CMO_Zaris says:
CTO/TO: do you 2 have any problems working with each other?

CTO_Timrok says:
::turns & looks at the TO::

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV: That’s arguable .. you still haven't told us why you got drunk

FCO_Tima says:
@::Ponders:: Sternbach: A Saboteur would cause damage, more like a spy than anything else.

CNS_Nayiza says:
::smiles at the CMO's comment. Watches them talk::

TO_Pazoski says:
::stays staring into space digesting the conversation:: CMO: Pardon?

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Oracle> @ COM: OPS: I wished to inform you of the status of your former Captain. Starfleet Command has not chosen to inform your crew yet, due to the circumstances, but David Harison has been freed from his incarceration.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks down at the table::

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks back at the CMO:: CMO: what are you suggesting?

CMO_Zaris says:
::stands up and looks around.. slamming her padd on the table:: ALL: ENOUGH! we are not here to day dream!

CIV_Maor says:
CNS: If i may?

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Stares at the console:: FCO: Or something. I'll write a report and forward along. ::Scratches head::

CSO_Gomes says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CMO::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::eyes go bright, and a grin creeps across his face:: Oracle: He has? When? and How? and Where is he now?

CEO-Atrides says:
::Shakes his head slightly from the CMO yelling..:: CMO: No need to yell, I'm here

CMO_Zaris says:
::looks at the SO and TO::

CNS_Nayiza says:
CIV: One moment. ::looks shocked:: CMO: Excuse me?

Host XO_Wall says:
@::looks down at the PADD he has then back up at the Capt::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks at the CMO but does not quite meet her gaze::

TO_Pazoski says:
::gives the CMO a long hard stare...::

CSO_Gomes says:
::takes a deep breathe:: All the Doc is right ... we should end this right now ::looks at Maor::

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Oracle> @ COM: OPS: He was freed by a renegade Starfleet official by the name of Joshua James. I would not suggest disclosing this information to your fellow crew in entire due to fear of our ... relationship being revealed. But I thought you might like to have hope for the future.

CSO_Gomes says:
All: we are a crew, not a bunch of children

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: I have work to do Counselor.. it this crew can not put personal feeling aside to do their jobs, then this meeting is worthless

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Oracle: Where is he now?

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ XO: You were away for some time on your leave of absence, Commander. I was actually going to inquire had you noticed anything amongst the crew unusual?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::wonders what more there is to say about the lounge incident::

CNS_Nayiza says:
CMO: If this crew were to walk away and give up now the meeting is worthless, until then I do not agree with your feelings.

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Oracle> @ COM: OPS: I have yet to determine his location. But I will look. However, I have something that I must ask of you ...

CTO_Timrok says:
::leans over to the TO & whispers :: TO: you dont.. do you?

FCO_Tima says:
@Sternbach: Couldn't you look for fingerprint codes in the program and tell me where it came from?

CIV_Maor says:
::sighs and waits::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::nods:: Oracle: What is it?

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: But that’s just it. Working with pour feelings seems its all we have done .. all of us

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Begins looking ... and a look of surprise leaps across his face:: FCO: I determined the location of the initial entrance into our systems.

CMO_Zaris says:
::frowns:: CNS: it isn't interdepartmental problems.. it's the lack of communications between departments... and I'm not so sure you can fix that here..

TO_Pazoski says:
::whispers back:: CTO: Dont what sir, have a problem working with you?

FCO_Tima says:
@Sternbach: where?

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Oracle> @ COM: OPS: The information you gathered on Charzos, from the Q'Orphod base. If you could gather it and transmit it to me via this PADD, I would be grateful.

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: yes

Host XO_Wall says:
@ ::enters something in his PADD for a second then responds to the Capt:: CO: no nothing since I have been back

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Looks around the bridge for a moment, and then goes quietly to the FCO:: <W> FCO: The Captain's quarters, sir.

CNS_Nayiza says:
ALL: The only way to solve a lack of communication is by talking, Okay then we will take this one step at a time. If everyone agrees I am just going to work my way around the table and each of you can talk one at a time.

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ ::Tilts his head:: XO: Prior to your leave of absence, then? Did you notice anything?

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: Err... no sir, I dont know where the CMO got that idea, we dont work together much, but its a privilege when we do ::smiles and leans back in his seat::

CEO-Atrides says:
::nods:: CNS: Go ahead, it's the best thing.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::nods, thinking that might be the best approach::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: its your meeting ...

FCO_Tima says:
@Sternbach: The Captain? Surely you can't be serious?

CSO_Gomes says:
::leans back::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Oracle: ::sighs:: That might take some...creative tinkering. Ever since we were hacked, the Elara has had it's computer system, well, a lot harder to pull stuff out of. I'll do what I can though.

CTO_Timrok says:
::nods to the TO & sits back::

CMO_Zaris says:
::looks around the room.. and then looks hard at Maor::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::hesitates for a moment:: CO: uh no I didn’t sir

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Gives him a look that means quiet down:: <W> FCO: I'm quite serious. It says that the codes were re-written from the Captain's personal computer in his quarters. With his command codes.

CNS_Nayiza says:
All: Thank you ~~~CMO: Jan, please bare with me. I need some support here.~~~

CIV_Maor says:
::turns his view away in shame::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::turns to the CIV on her right:: CIV: Would you like to start us off?

CMO_Zaris says:
~~~CNS: I'm sorry, but I don't need to be here..~~~~

SO_Ruskinara says:
::watches Maor::

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Oracle> @ COM: OPS: Thank you. The information may prove valuable for me in the future, and for us all. Once you have gathered it, transmit the data onto this PADD. The PADD will automatically send to me. I wish you luck. ::Channel closes::

CNS_Nayiza says:
~~~CMO: I value your opinion, which is why I have asked you here.~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: If you don't mind .. I would like to start ....

CIV_Maor says:
All: first of all, I would like all of you to tell me your feelings about me being in SFI, that seems to be what started it all

FCO_Tima says:
@::Wonders off into the middle of the bridge and stairs into air, thinking about what to do next, looking kind of nervous::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::as the channel closes, he stares at the padd for a minute, taking everything in. After a few seconds, he orders the TL to resume::

CSO_Gomes says:
::listens to Maor .. knowing he knows her feelings all too well::

CMO_Zaris says:
~~~CNS: I need to see the starbase doctor.. and from what I can tell the only real problem are the ones Maor causes.. ~~~ ::frowns harder::

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> @ ::Looks over at the FCO, then at his console::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Listens to Maor.. Of all, he is the only one who the CEO has problems with.. He is a pretty good natured pirate.::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::transfers the medical supplies list onto the other padd, then checks to make sure there's no trace of the message on it before the doors swish open::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::looks at The CSO:: CSO: we have time and will listen to you next. Everyone can talk. ::looks back at Maor::

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ XO: I see.

CSO_Gomes says:
::shrugs::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::mumbles in his mind, should have brought the other PADD::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::walks out to the Torpedo room and goes over to the console, getting a list of how many torpedo's and stuff they need to get back::

TO_Pazoski says:
::remains motionless in the chair, waiting for others to have their say::

CIV_Maor says:
All: i seen a lot of people not trusting me because of my position aboard the Elara

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::after he's got it that done, he gets back in the TL and heads up to the bridge to hand the padd over to Commander Wall, since that was the last thing he had to do::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CIV: I have no problem with you being in SFI.

CNS_Nayiza says:
::glances at The CMO disheartened:: ~~~Jan: If it is urgent then I understand your need to leave.~~~

CIV_Maor says:
All: I guess that what really made me mad, i did all i can for this ship and you know it, but yet I’m not trusted

CIV_Maor says:
SO: The people i address know it

CEO-Atrides says:
CIV: The only problem I have had is with you on the last mission.. ::speaking about the cave incident.:: CIV: If you hide information, none of us can truly trust you will be there to help them.

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ ::Thinks about it for a moment, then ... :: XO: That is all, Commander. You are dismissed. Are the status reports almost completed?

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: uh Capt I can look into it once they are done

CTO_Timrok says:
::sits quietly::

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ ::Nods:: XO: I expect you to, Commander.

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::arrives on the bridge and looks around for the Commander:: Tima: Do you know where Commander Wall is?

CIV_Maor says:
CEO: No data was hidden, the PADD i had with all the info was sent this morning to the SO

FCO_Tima says:
@::Still stands like a statue, staring into space some more::

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: no not yet, expect them at anytime

SO_Ruskinara says:
CIV: Perhaps it's the way you've been acting as of late.

CNS_Nayiza says:
:: Surprised, watches the conversation as it progresses in a reasonable manner::

CMO_Zaris says:
:: grumbles and looks at the CIV:: CIV: faking a suicide attempt, destruction of sickbay equipment and taking off on your own during an Away mission with out telling us where you went with the commanding officer down!? I see no reason to trust you..

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ ::Stares at him from the chair:: XO: Dismissed, Commander.

CEO-Atrides says:
::nods:: CIV: Then I have no problem..

FCO_Tima says:
@::Shakes it off:: Ops: Uhm... in the ready room but I get to talk to him first.

CMO_Zaris says:
CIV: for all we know your the one who destroyed the caves!

CSO_Gomes says:
::remains silent::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Tima: I just have to hand this over to him...it'll take like 3 seconds.

Host XO_Wall says:
@CO: yes ::leaves the RR back on to the bridge::

CMO_Zaris says:
CIV: and if that’s the case you almost killed us all!

CMO_Zaris says:
::leans over the table and face gets red::

Host CO_T`sela says:
@ ::Watches the XO leave, then looks out the window as the doors swish shut::

TO_Pazoski says:
CMO: Oh that’s enough! Stop throwing wild accusations!

FCO_Tima says:
@::Gives Seppela a crude look then nods slowly:: Ops: I'm timing you.

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::walks over to Wall as he comes out of the Ready Room:: XO: Supply list, sir. ::hands him the padd.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::watches the CMO in slight concern::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the CMO, still not completely sure of what happened::

CNS_Nayiza says:
~~~CMO: Are you alright?~~~

CIV_Maor says:
CMO: I see there is no way to convince you of my actions, so just hear me out

Host XO_Wall says:
@OPS: this is good, thanks ::takes PADD::

CMO_Zaris says:
::looks at Peter:: TO: wild accusations?! is that what you think?!

CSO_Gomes says:
::sighs and gets up:: All: This is getting us no where! ::turns to Maor::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::nods, and turns to leave. As he walks past Tima:: Tima: See?

CIV_Maor says:
All: quiet please! let me explain!

FCO_Tima says:
@::Runs over to the XO once Seppela's 3 seconds are up, glad to see the XO like an obedient dog but nervous at the same time about what to say and how to phrase it::

TO_Pazoski says:
All: What happened in the caves was regrettable but we got out alive didn’t we?  Ok so some of Maor’s actions are questionable but so are some of ours.  If we would not trust someone because of their associations to a group then what is our place on this ship or in Starfleet?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::wishes Jan would calm down, thinking all this stress can be no good for her::

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV: Tell me, why did you get drunk on the lounge?

CNS_Nayiza says:
All: I agree let us hear the CIV out then we can talk about the way the rest of the crew feel.

FCO_Tima says:
@XO: Commander, a Word?

CEO-Atrides says:
::waits for the CIV to speak::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: You know better than anyone that Maor came here under disguise

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: yes

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::gets into the TL and heads down to the Operations Office, to get what the Oracle asked, the important padd still in hand::

CNS_Nayiza says:
CIV: That is a fair question from the CSO? ::looks at Maor::

CSO_Gomes says:
TO: Can you trust him with your life?

CIV_Maor says:
All: look, i cant explain this.. some thing is wrong with me, i dont know what is it, nor can i explain it

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks at Maor waiting for his response::

FCO_Tima says:
@::Looks at the XO for a moment, forming an answer in her blonde head:: 

SO_Ruskinara says:
::frowns slightly sensing Maor's distress::

CNS_Nayiza says:
CSO/TO: We can trust him as he is a Starfleet officer beyond that it is not your job to look.

TO_Pazoski says:
::looks at Maor and back at the CSO:: CSO: If push came to shove...yes, I would trust him with my life

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV: Have you had a full medical and psy exam?

CIV_Maor says:
All: some thing made me do what i did on the lounge, and even more.. some thing beyond my understanding

CMO_Zaris says:
::rolls eyes:: ALL: all right that’s it.. I have business to conduct.. ::picks up padd and heads for the door::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::looks down, and sees to his horror that he gave the XO the wrong padd. He jumps out of the TL before it takes off and heads over to the XO again:: XO: Sorry sir, I gave you the wrong padd, here's the one with the list...

CNS_Nayiza says:
CSO: That is being dealt with as we speak, for all of you.

CIV_Maor says:
CSO: I had one when i returned

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: you alright? what is it?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks up considering going after the CMO::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Watches the CMO leave and shakes his head. He has his own disbeliefs about Maor::

FCO_Tima says:
@XO: Well it's this small conversation where we exchange small pieces of information, but that's not important right now.... We need to talk ion a more private setting..

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: I am referring to the fact that he knows something is wrong .. if something is wrong you fix it

CNS_Nayiza says:
CSO: Agreed

CIV_Maor says:
::looks at the CMO leaving::

CMO_Zaris says:
::leaves the meeting room and heads for sickbay on the starbase::

CIV_Maor says:
self: what did i do this time..

CSO_Gomes says:
::shouts:: CMO: Doctor, this is not over yet and you are also a part of this crew!

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::notices that Wall put the padd that he wants down on one of the consoles, and he does the old switcheroo, getting the one that he wants back::

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: yes in a second head in the Obs. Lounge, I will be there in a moment

SO_Ruskinara says:
:;sighs as the meeting gets more heated and out of control::

CEO-Atrides says:
CSO: Leave her alone. She needs time to think I guess.

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::quickly heads off for the TL again::

CTO_Timrok says:
::drums his fingers irritatedly::

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV: Well .. are you ready to undergo a full medical and psycological exam?

CIV_Maor says:
All: I can assure you what happened the past few weeks will not happen again

CNS_Nayiza says:
CSO: The CMO has an appointment. 

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO walks right into two people dressed in civilian clothing, one is a black human female, the other a Vulcan male.

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO: perhaps ... but we need her here as much as anyone else

CIV_Maor says:
CSO: Of course, i never had an objection for it

Host XO_Wall says:
@OPS: Please make sure no further mix up ::hands back the PADD::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ XO: Of course sir. My apologies.

FCO_Tima says:
@::Heads for the Obs Lounge as per orders and then takes a seat on the long black sexy table::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the CNS:: CNS: Can you do it? make a full evaluation of him?

CMO_Zaris says:
::bumps the people and steps back:: People in the hall: sorry

CMO_Zaris says:
::shrugs and walks around them..::

CNS_Nayiza says:
All: I would agree the CMO should be here, however there are some things which I had not planned for

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::heads down to the Operations Office again, making sure that this time he has the right padd before taking off::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::as he walks in to the Obs Lounge, he mumbles in his mind::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CMO: Excuse me? Are you Lieutenant Zaris?

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::She turns to look at the CMO::

CNS_Nayiza says:
CSO: A full evaluation will be no trouble.

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV/CNS: If that is so ... if something is wrong ... You have my word that when he is healed I will treat him just as I would any member of this crew .. until then ... I don't trust Lt Maor 

CMO_Zaris says:
::turns around still walking backwards:: Tashima: yes.. but I'm a bit busy.. make an appointment and I'll see you in a few hours.. ::turns to go on::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Sharan> ::Quirks his eyebrow, and turns with his partner::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::nods to the CSO with a smile::

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: now Mr. Tima, what do you want to talk about?

FCO_Tima says:
@::looks over at the XO while sat on the nice cold table:: XO: Good, you're here...

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CMO: Doctor, I'm Tashima Darling from the Department of Temporal Investigations ... ::Pulls out a PADD with her proper identification::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::the turbolift stops and he walks down the hall to his office, walks in and sits at his desk, tossing the padd on the table:: Computer: Lock the door computer, don't let anybody in Authorization Seppela oh one oh one Gamma Delta nine.

CIV_Maor says:
::sits quietly:: TO: ::whispers:: What happened to the CMO?

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: The Computer beeps and the door is locked at OPS' request.

FCO_Tima says:
@XO: Uhm.... I discovered, or Sternbach discovered something in the computer that was a little... curious, I didn't know where to go.

CMO_Zaris says:
::stops and looks at her:: Tashima: then you need to see a member of the command staff

TO_Pazoski says:
::looks at Maor and shrugs::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::looks across the room:: ALL: We have heard from the CIV does anyone else have anything they wish to bring to the crew's attention?

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CMO: I'm aware that you reside on the same crew as Lieutenant Commander Alexandra Gomes. I was told she was here, could you point me in her direction?

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: Your speaking to the right person, what did you find that is suspicious?

CMO_Zaris says:
Tashima: they are in a meeting.. down the hall to the left.. room 35A section 2 

CEO-Atrides says:
::Having nothing to say, he leans back.::

FCO_Tima says:
@::Gets up and stands in front of the XO:: XO: It's about the Captain

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Nods:: CMO: Thank you, Doctor. Good day. ::Turns with her Vulcan partner, and strides down the hall::

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: ::just look at her strangely:: the Capt?

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: Alex.. ::whispers:: Temporal I. is loking for you.. ::walks on::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::looks through the computer to find the info he wants, and finds a message in the communication buffer, heading off somewhere, with everything he wants:: Self: Excellent.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Strides into the Discussion Hall, spots the CSO with the others:: CSO: Commander Gomes?

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO*What ?? ... thanks .... ::gulps::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::RaE at the intrusion::

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks as the 2 enter::

CSO_Gomes says:
::gets up:: Tashima:: That’s me

CIV_Maor says:
::turns at the person that came::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Sharan> ::With his normal Vulcan interest, he looks around the room::

CIV_Maor says:
CNS: is the meeting over?

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::intercepts the message, lucky it hasn't gone off yet, and copies everything into his padd::

SO_Ruskinara says:
Self: What now?

CMO_Zaris says:
:;walks into the starbase sickbay and to the CMO's office.. shrugs and looks for the doctor who was meeting her::

FCO_Tima says:
@XO: Captain, Capt, whatever, can we focus? Sir?

CNS_Nayiza says:
::Looks around dismayed:: All: Well if there is nothing else I guess so.

TO_Pazoski says:
::turns in his chair welcoming the interruption::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CSO: I am Tashima Darling from the Department of Temporal Investigations. ::Holds out the PADD with her proper identification::

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: yes...what about the Captain?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::Looks at the CSO, wondering what this could be about::

CTO_Timrok says:
::stands up:: CNS: thank you for your time

CSO_Gomes says:
::takes the PADD and confirms the identification:: Tashima: What can I do for you? ::hands her back the PADD::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::reads over all the stuff he just got and makes sure it's what he wants. It's missing a couple things, of course, and he looks through the database for the missing info::

CIV_Maor says:
CNS: should i wait or?

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Takes back the PADD and pockets it::

CNS_Nayiza says:
CTO: And Thank you for your time.

FCO_Tima says:
@XO: Well.. Sternbach found a file that was searching through the Briefings, Reports, Personal & Duty logs and stuff for this ship for the past few years.......

CMO_Zaris says:
::lays her padd on his desk and sighs.. turns around and walks out.. wondering in the halls::

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: and?

CNS_Nayiza says:
::sighs:: CIV: You are fine I will contact you when I get back to my office.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CSO: We are here to take you into protective custody, Commander. As part of our investigation of course. There is no need to worry, we're not going to put you in any brig cell. But for the safety of the Elara crew, it would be best if you came with us ...

CIV_Maor says:
::nods::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::he finds what he wants, it's easy enough to bring up, but getting it out of the computer is going to be a little more tricky...::

CTO_Timrok says:
CNS: very therapeutic, VERY therapeutic ::walks to the door - eyeing the temporal  ppl on his way past::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Gets up, seeing the meeting is over.. Nods to everyone as he leaves.::

CIV_Maor says:
::looks back shocked at that comment::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Sharan> ::Raises his eyebrow as he observes the fellow Vulcan CTO observing them::

CSO_Gomes says:
Tashima: Safety of the Elara crew? Why would they be in danger?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks at Tashima, wondering what is going on::

CIV_Maor says:
Tashima: You what?!

CNS_Nayiza says:
::nods acknowledging the CEO::

TO_Pazoski says:
::remains in his seat watching the CSO::

FCO_Tima says:
@XO: And the Captain made it.

CTO_Timrok says:
::stops in his tracks::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Glances at the CIV, then back at the CSO:: CSO: I'm sure you are slightly aware of why we're here to speak with you, of course?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::glances at the CSO::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::he taps in his authorization codes, and manages to download it into his padd:: Self: Good stuff...::just as he's about to send it away, the door chime goes and he jumps in his seat, banging his knee's against the bottom of his desk::

CMO_Zaris says:
::goes back to the shop and buys some clover.. then heads for the ship.. walking a bit slower than normal::

CEO-Atrides says:
Self: Now I can take out the giant laser and engrave my name on the side of the ship.

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: Mr. Tima please get to the point...

CSO_Gomes says:
Tashima: Yes, I’ve had my share of temporal incursions ... but ... I don't see how I can be dangerous

CSO_Gomes says:
Tashima: besides, its been a while since I've had any chronotron activity .... I don't see why you have to arrest me ....

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Guy on the other side of the door: Who is it?

FCO_Tima says:
@XO: Mr.? Do I look like a Mr.? ::Grumbles thinking: "If I were I mister I'd smack him one in the mouth"::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Sharan> ::Steps forward:: CSO: Commander, you are a temporal anomaly. Your DNA has been modified to be a receiving point for chronoton particles. Currently, the part of your DNA that receives the particles has been ... "deactivated" ... so to speak, or so we have surmised from the data gathered following the incident at Pandorais III.

CNS_Nayiza says:
::exits and heads to the Elara quickly::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::realizes that was before she joined the crew::

CSO_Gomes says:
Sharan: Yes, that is true ... but as I said, the situation is normal now ....

CMO_Zaris says:
::reaches the airlock and looks at the clove in the pot.. walks on into the ship::

FCO_Tima says:
@XO: Well? don't you think it's a tad bit suspicious? The Captain, using some program to read official and Personal ships data?

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CSO: The general fear is that the part of your DNA that gathers the chronotons may be activated, and the Elara, if not Starbase 595 in it's entirety, may be placed in danger. As well as yourself.

OPS_Seppela says:
@ <OPS_Andersen> ::shouting through the door:: OPS: It's Matt, sir. Could I speak with you a couple of minutes?

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Andersen: No. Go away, come back in 20 minutes.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::heads for the OPS office::

CTO_Timrok says:
::walks over to Tashima Darling:: Tashima: may i see that PADD?

OPS_Seppela says:
@ <Andersen> OPS: But sir, it's important.

OPS_Seppela says:
@ Andersen: I said no.

SO_Ruskinara says:
:: looks at Tashima suspiciously::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Hands the CTO her proper identification PADD::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::walks up to see a man shouting at the door:: Anderson: problem?

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::arrives at the Elara, makes her way towards through it's corridors::

CSO_Gomes says:
::blinks:: Tashima: I see .... I'll go with you .. but I would like to take active part in this investigation if possible

CSO_Gomes says:
Tashima: Where will you take me?

OPS_Seppela says:
@ <Andersen> OPS: Fine. ::walks away mumbling and almost bumps into Zaris:: CMO: Mr. Seppela is being mean.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Smiles slightly:: CSO: You're already the prime factor in the investigation.

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::sends the info off to the Oracle::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Sharan> CSO: You will return with us to Earth.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::grins:: Anderson: yes.. so it seems

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CSO: We have already cleared this with your Captain.

SO_Ruskinara says:
Tashima: How long will you keep her for? ::frowns::

CTO_Timrok says:
::takes the PADD & looks it over:: Tashima: and you have authorization from Captain T'sela

CMO_Zaris says:
@:: taps and scratches at the OPS door::

CSO_Gomes says:
Sharan: Oh, extended R&R .... Has the Captain of the Elara been told?

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::door chime goes off again, and he thinks it's still Andersen:: I said go away!

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Sharan> CSO: Yes, we got authorization from him.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::keeps it up... pinging the door like a little kid::

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: it maybe a little odd, but I have it that it is a security precaution understood, this is between me and the Capt, you are to keep quiet about this that is an order and our orders from Starfleet

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::transmission to the Oracle ends::

CTO_Timrok says:
::hands back the PADD & raises his eyebrows to the CSO::

FCO_Tima says:
@::Frowns, suspicious of the XO now too::

CSO_Gomes says:
Tashima: Then I guess I'm yours .... how long will this investigation take?

CEO_Atrides says:
::Out of the meeting room, looks around and ponders playing ding dong ditch::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: After the transmission on the OPS' PADD has been sent, the PADD automatically erases all data concerning the transmission, as if it never happened.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::hears a few beeps and such.. notices Jason is very nervous and excited.. makes a note of that for later::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CSO: As long as it is necessary.

CTO_Timrok says:
::turns & exits::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::gets to her office and kicks the PADDs across the room, then goes in search of a certain crystal::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods:: Tashima: Do I have time to pack?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::frowns, not liking this one bit::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
CSO: Certainly.

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: I appreciate your thoroughness, good work, but it is ok

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::gets up, ready to yell at Andersen, he walks over to the door and opens it:: What is so import....oh, hello Jan. Sorry about that.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Turns to Sharan:: Sharan: If you will go and prepare our departure vessel, I'll accompany the Commander.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::grins:: OPS: why do i get the feeling you are being bad?

CEO_Atrides says:
::It was so simple to ring the door bells of people's home and then make a mad dash to a hiding spot.. Oh it was good fun.::

TO_Pazoski says:
::sat in the chair has drifted off into a light sleep, catching up on time lost during the past few days::

FCO_Tima says:
@::smiles at the complement and smacks the XO on the chest in a girly manor, very girly for her:: XO: Oh Stop...!

CSO_Gomes says:
::starts walking towards the Elara, still thinking about this unexpected turn of events::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Walks along with the CSO::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ CMO: No I'm never bad ::big smile:: Just didn't want to talk to Andersen right now, he's always coming in here whining like a little baby...

CTO_Timrok says:
::walking toward the Elara::

CIV_Maor says:
::remains seated in a chair::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::follows the CSO::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Sharan> Tashima: Understood. ::Moves off to prepare their departure vessel::

CEO_Atrides says:
::Finds an unsuspecting door with a buzzer and the Elara is within distance. Oh this will be fun.::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at Tashima wondering if she should ask anything else ... but decides to keep the questions for later::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: Is there anything particular you will need me to attend to while you're away?

CSO_Gomes says:
::enters the Elara hatch::

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: I apologize for saying Mr.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::picks up her crystal and s it in a small pouch around her neck then heads out of the office to the TL::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ OPS: uh hu.. well ::holds out the pot of blooming clover:: your from earth right? Thought you might like something from home..

SO_Ruskinara says:
::watches Tashima out of the corner of her eye::

FCO_Tima says:
@::Smiles, in a playfulness:: XO: Too Right...

CEO_Atrides says:
::Presses the door bell/buzzer and is rewarded with the sound of it going off and as it does, he takes off in a run.::

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: Yes, take care of the department as I would. You are fully competent for it ... and don't forget the arboretum ....

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: And I'll be back ... eventually

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: Two Bynars come around a corner, and the CEO collides with them.

CTO_Timrok says:
@:: enters the Elara & takes a TL to the bridge::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::takes the pot, looking over it:: CMO: Actually, I'm from Acamar, but I appreciate the thought. ::he smiles at her again::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::reaches a TL on the Elara::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Bynars> ::Shrill shout:: 010101101011!!!

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: I will miss you.. Alex.  ::whispers:: ..do you trust her?

CEO_Atrides says:
::Ooof! The CEO falls down::

CSO_Gomes says:
Computer: Deck 15

Host XO_Wall says:
@FCO: if that is all? you may go ::smiles::

CMO_Zaris says:
@OPS: oh.. well they still smell good.. 

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: A male civilian Andorian exits the quarters the CEO pressed the doorbell for, he looks quite "thrilled."

CEO_Atrides says:
Bynars: Whoa, sorry dudes

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::follows the CSO::

CSO_Gomes says:
@ ::whispers back:: SO: I have to. Don't worry, it'll be alright .. and I'll send you news

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::Exits the TL and glances across the bridge::

CEO_Atrides says:
Self: Crud

CIV_Maor says:
::stands back and walks to the direction of the CEO:: Bynars: 0111011101101000011000010111010000100000011010010111001100100000011101110111001001101111011011100110011100111111

OPS_Seppela says:
@ CMO: ::after taking a big sniff of them:: Yes, they do.

TO_Pazoski says:
::wakes with that jumping motion, he looks around the room:: Self: Oops...

CSO_Gomes says:
@ ::enters her quarters, motions the others to follow::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Andorian> ::Strolls over to the CEO:: CEO: What were you doing? ::Towers over him::

CTO_Timrok says:
@::walks from the TL onto the bridge & pauses to look around::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::nods:: CSO: Alright, I'll wait and see...but I think it's a little odd.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
@ ::Follows in behind the CSO, looks around at her quarters:: CSO: Very nice.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ OPS: I guess your busy.. see you later?

CSO_Gomes says:
@::gets a bag from her closet and starts putting some clothes there .. not much stuff::

CEO_Atrides says:
::Stands up but is still shorter than the Andorian.:: Andorian: Looking for a bathroom ? ::Said in good humor.::

OPS_Seppela says:
@ CMO: Yea...did you get moved into your new quarters alright though?

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::watches the CTO enter the bridge and takes her seat watching quietly and thinking::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Andorian>  ::Stares the CEO down::

CIV_Maor says:
::shakes his head:: Bynars: 01110011011001010110010100100000011110010110111101110101001000000110110001100001011101000110010101110010

CMO_Zaris says:
@ OPS: not yet.. haven't had time

CSO_Gomes says:
@::goes over to her blue roses with red leaves, picks them up to pack but decides to give them to the SO:: SO: Mir, keep these till I get back

CEO_Atrides says:
::Stares back at the Andorian::

CIV_Maor says:
::walks to the Elara::

CSO_Gomes says:
@ Tashima: Many missions, many souvenirs ....

OPS_Seppela says:
@ CMO: If you need some help, let me know.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Bynars> CIV: 010101000110100001101001011100110010000001110000011001010111001001110011011011110110111000100000011100100110000101101110001000000110100101101110011101000110111100100000011101010111001100101110. ::Then the CIV leaves::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::takes the gift:: CSO: Thank you ma'am

FCO_Tima says:
@::Smiles:: XO: Thank you.... ::Turns and walks away, walking a girly walk with a few masculine steps from the previous host::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
@ ::Nods and looks at the exchange between the CSO & SO::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ OPS: thanks.. ::looks at him and grins faintly.. turns and walks back down the hall::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::puts some more personal items:: Tashima: There, I'm all ready

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::sighs:: CSO: Have a safe journey.

CTO_Timrok says:
@ ::looks at the CNS - feeling a little sorry for her for a second, then snaps out of it & walks over to TAC1::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
@ ::Nods:: SO: Don't worry, Ensign. She'll be fine.

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::after she leaves, he heads back in his office and checks that the transmission was sent all right, then plops down in his chair::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::nods:: SO: Tell everyone I'll miss them but also that I'll be back in no time

TO_Pazoski says:
::finally gets up from the chair and heads off towards the stations promenade::

CEO_Atrides says:
::Steps past the Andorian, thinking he is slick like white on rice, or something, and moves towards the Elara::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::Nods, slightly still unsure about Tashima::

CSO_Gomes says:
@Tashima: Lead the way ...

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Andorian> ::Grabs the CEO by the shoulder:: You think you can fool around like that and just LEAVE?!

CIV_Maor says:
::thinks:: self: 010010010010000001110111011011110110111001100100011001010111001000100000010011010110100101101011011001010010000001100100011011110111001101100101011011100111010000100000011100000111001001101111011011010110111101110100011001010010000001101101011001010010000001100001011011000111001001100101011000010110010001111001

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::ponders why Jason was so upset.. didn't feel anyone else in the room.. sighs and moves on toward Sickbay:: 

Host Tashima_Darling says:
@ ::Nods, and moves along with the CSO toward the access hatch which will lead them back to the Starbase, and to it's docking bay::

CEO_Atrides says:
::Stops walking and thinks about doing some kung fu, ninja man action.:: Andorian: Hey, honest mistake, I thought the door went to a bathroom and the buzzer was to see if anyone was there.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::just follows Tashima::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::reaches sickbay and looks annoyed at the staff.. :: *CIV*: mister Maor..

CIV_Maor says:
@Computer: locate the SO

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<Andorian> ::Grabs the CEO by his tunic, and lifts him up into the air with little effort:: Little man ...

CIV_Maor says:
@::sighs:: *CMO* Yes?

CTO_Timrok says:
:;grudgingly does a few systems checks::

CEO_Atrides says:
::Rises up in the air:: Andorian: Hey, take your hands off me old man.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Suddenly trips and falls::

CMO_Zaris says:
 *CIV*: I want you in sickbay in 4 hours..

Host XO_Wall says:
*CO*: Capt, I have had a thought to run some computer security excercises for the senior staff, I want to keep them on there toes, do you approve?

Host Tashima_Darling says:
Oof!

OPS_Seppela says:
@ ::goes through the computer, checking to make sure he wasn't detected getting out the information and sending it off::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<CO_T'sela>  *XO* Permission granted, Commander.

CIV_Maor says:
*CMO* Aye Ma'am

CIV_Maor says:
Computer: locate the SO

CSO_Gomes says:
Self: At least Maor will be happy ....

CMO_Zaris says:
:: goes to her office and sits down to look over the CTO's tissue scan::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::gets up and steps back in the TL:: *CMO*: I am on my way to sickbay, I figured this would be an opportunity to get my medical done and we could have a talk.

Host XO_Wall says:
*CO*: thank you sir, wall out

CMO_Zaris says:
 *CNS*: I'm ion my office.. let me know when you arrive

CTO_Timrok says:
::silence on the bridge beginning to irritate him::

OPS_Seppela says:
 ::after he's satisfied that he wasn't detected, he looks through Long Range Sensors for any sign of the Captain...he's out there somewhere, but where?::

CIV_Maor says:
::frowns at the computer::

CNS_Nayiza says:
*CMO* Acknowledged.

CIV_Maor says:
::curses in binary::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks down at Tashima:: Tashima: Are you alright?

CNS_Nayiza says:
Computer: Sickbay whichever deck that is.

TO_Pazoski says:
::arrives on the promenade and makes his way to the nearest bar::

CIV_Maor says:
*CEO* Is the computer working?

CIV_Maor says:
*CEO* I dont seem to get a respond

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Holds out her hand to be helped up:: CSO: Yeah, just tripped over something in the rug ...

Host XO_Wall says:
::leaves and walks back on to the bridge::

CSO_Gomes says:
::frowns::

CSO_Gomes says:
Tashima: better be careful then ...

CIV_Maor says:
Computer: begin self scanning at the internal sensors

OPS_Seppela says:
::gets up, turning off the lock to his office, and heads for Stellar Cartography. He'll have better luck finding the Captain, if he's within range, from there::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::walks back towards the TL::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::As the CSO takes her hand, a hidden hypo silently injects into the CSO's hand without her being able to feel it::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: The CSO begins to feel whoozy ... then very sick ...

CSO_Gomes says:
::feels a slight itch .. but can't quite pinpoint where ... then the world starts rolling::

CIV_Maor says:
*CO* The CSO just left for earth

CSO_Gomes says:
Tashima: I'm not feeling so .... well ....

Host Tashima_Darling says:
::Waiting for the CSO to drop to the ground dead from the virus she just injected her with, which should mess around with the CSO's DNA, essentially killing her::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
<CO_T'sela> *CIV* I'm aware of that, Lieutenant.

SO_Ruskinara says:
Computer: Bridge

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the CSO feels unearthly, yet familiar, energy rip through her ... and a bright burst of white energy lifts her off the ground, and she vanishes. Time suddenly freezes everywhere.

CSO_Gomes says:
::starts to loose balance .. wonders why Tashima is not helping her...reaches for her badge and taps it:: 

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: A moment later, the XO disappears in a similar flash.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: The CEO, still in the Andorian's grasp, disappears as well.

CMO_Zaris says:
::leans back in her chair and sighs.. wanting to cry::

OPS_Seppela says:
::paused in the middle of his walking by the freezing of time. No thoughts, nothing::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: Followed by the CMO who disappears ... her chair falling back without her in it.

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: OPS vanishes next.

CEO_Atrides says:
::goes poof::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: Then the CTO ...

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: ... then the TO ...

OPS_Seppela says:
::poof, no more Jason::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: ... then the CIV ...

CSO_Gomes says:
::is somewhere .. some when...::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: ... then the SO ...

CTO_Timrok says:
::thinks ooh where’s my console gone?::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::gasps as she disappears::

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: ... then the CNS ...

CNS_Nayiza says:
Self: What the...?

Host Tashima_Darling says:
ACTION: ... and finally the FCO. They're all gone ... and we fade out ...

Host Tashima_Darling says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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